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Section 1:
Basic Information

The title of the programme

Somleng Program

The name of the Implementing
Partner receiving funding
Implementing Partner contact
person details:
Name

Ponleu Ney Kdey Sangkhum (PNKS) – Light of Hope

Leak Chowan (Mr.)

Role (Job title)

Development Manager

Address
Tel: - Office Phone
- Cell Phone
E-mail

#19B, Street 145, Phsar Doem Thkov, Chamkarmon,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia
 (855) 23 219 554
 (855) 92 278 404
pnks@online.com.kh

Website

www.pnkscambodia.org

The name and role of the person approving the report for the
Implementing Partner. This person must be duly authorized.

Ms. Sar Montha, Chair of BOD of PNKS

The start date of the programme and period covered by the report

January – December 2014

The date of submission of the report

26 January 2014
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Section 2:
Situation Report
There's an outbreak of children, age between 8 years old to 17 years old, collecting the waste from the cows and water
buffalos in the rice fields in the last several months in Angkor Reach commune, Preah Sdach. You can see piles of animal
waste in the old sacks as high as human height, some even higher, in lines in the front or back yards of some houses. We see
no more animal waste in the fields like before. Their houses were clean and free from the animal waste. We were told that
the Vietnamese would buy all collected cow waste directly from their houses. One sack is sold for 2,500 riel ($1 = 4,000
riel). Each sack weigh 10 - 15kg.
Most poor children spent their after school time to look for cow waste in the fields. They wasted no time after school headed
to the fields. They were encouraged by their parents. Some children even skipped school because they wanted to make
money for the family. Some were not able to do their homework. They made around 10,000 riel per day ($1=4,000 riel).
Now you can see the field owners spending time to guard their fields and yelling at any children approaching their fields for
cow waste. Children could be at risk being beaten or raped if she is far from home alone.
PNKS does not have a clear plan in regard to this issue yet but continue to observe serious cases resulting from this abnormal
issue. We will also seek to understand why Vietnamese buy animal waste from our community people.
The rice price sharply dropped this year. Paka Rum Doul (a kind of rice see) is sold only 1,000 riel per kilogram comparing
to the same time last year, 2013, was 1,200 - 1,400 riel per kilogram. In contrast, the price of the fertilizer, pesticide and
other agricultural equipment has jumped up comparing to the same time last year. People was complaining lost this year.
According the discussion with key VDA members, leaders, we were told that e.g. IR rice (a type of rice) the investment for
rice planting one hectare was 4,850,000 riel and gross income was 4,900,000 riel ($1=4,000 riel). This meant their labor for
one year could only make 50,000 riel. This has forced many farmers to be migrant workers to make money to pay their debt
as most farmers borrow money for rice farm.
The low price rice could be resulted from the free market where the big investors, brokers, could influence and change the
price of the rice they want. Most farmers had to sell rice pay debt they owed to micro-finance. We also noticed the
government had no influence on rice price and make the lives of the poor farmers stable. On the other hand the government
does not have policy to support local products where the investors/buyers took advantage of products without quality that
they put the price down.
The first half of this year we noticed that the weather was extremely hot and many chicken, pigs, cows got sick and died.
More people were also sick comparing to the same time last year. The common sicknesses were upper respiratory infection,
diarrhea and common cold. No intervention from the government were seen. People were using private or local health center
for treatment. Those who did not carry the serious illness just had home remedy.

Section 3:
Programme Achievement Against Progress Markers
VISION
Cambodian people living in dignity, peace, justice and hope within a healthy and sustainable environment.
MISSION
PNKS works to improve community welfare and dignity for vulnerable groups, especially people with disability,
women, children and youth through empowerment, and capacity development of community networks and local
authorities with a focus on health, natural resource management, food security, democracy and good governance.
CORE VALUES
Love
Humility
Prayer
Accountability
Commitment
Honesty
Cooperation
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GOAL
60% of ID Poor households in 58 targeted villages of PNKS are no longer identified as ID Poor and they become
good role model and leaders for other poor families in their communities.

Achievement against Progress Markers
Progress Markers—VDA
Expects to see:
- A clear structure and bylaw
of the VDA developed by the
members. VDA is free from
the control of local authority.

Progress Made
- In Somleng Prey Veng, the project has worked to develop vision, mission and
core values and ensure their independence with the VDA in all 29 villages. Never
before that VDA have clear vision, mission values in place. They now know
better what the reason is for having VDA. However there are still two villages
the local authority remain the VDA structure. This was due to the request for
them to remain in the structure for supporting new members. They plan to stay in
till late 2016.
- Somleng Kampong has worked with all 12 VDA in 12 villages in Kampong Speu
and Kampong Trach to ensure their independence from local authorities and their
by-laws developed. As a result all 12 VDA has new by-laws ensuring their roles
and their independence. Out of these 12 VDA 8 VDA has a clear, independent
structure while the other six (four in Kampong Speu and two in Kampong Trach)
there're still local authorities in the structure. This is because there're not enough
human resource. However, all local authority members have been warned that
they would leave after replacement found.
- S-KS team has designed VDA structure below:
-

Chair
Vice-chair
Treasurer
Water committee
Role model farmer
Vet
Saving
Advocacy
Health

- Each VDA has marketing
groups who are skilled in
basic marketing management
and analysis with clear role
and responsibilities and be
able to support members
finding reasonable markets in
order to buy and or sell their
products.

- No Marketing Groups have been set up in the VDA this year due to time
limitation and other priority work and budget for capacity to the capacity to the
marketing group members. The projects plan to set up the market groups in 2015.

- 70% members and all
Executive Committee (EC)
members understand their
roles and responsibilities as
well as vision, mission, goal
and core values (VMGV) of
the VDA.

- Somleng Prey Veng Project has involved 462 VDA members (f=391) in 29
villages out of 40 villages, one by one in their villages, to develop VDA vision,
mission, core values and goal.

-

Members’ role is to help
the poor and being a role
model in the community.

-

The EC’s role is to lead
the VDA into achieving
desired objectives and
VMGV.

-

The EC’s role is to ensure
the sustainability of VDA.

- All EC members were trained
PNKS Narrative Report 2014

- Dok Moen, VDA leader, Po village, says, all VDA members has equal right to
access to association loan although ID Poor is prioritized. Loan is restricted to
use for gambling, buying chemical pesticide and fertilizer. Association Leader
has the role to follow up how loan is used. Before the members was 22 members
now we have 62. It is more jobs for us".
- VDA structures have just created, now they are in capacity building and
coaching from PNKS staff through training, public forum and CCs quarterly
meeting and others events. Anyway, we note that VDA members they raised
their concern with the authority and during the CCs quarterly meeting they tried
to find out good solution with VLs and CCs together.

- This year PNKS has been busy setting VDA and ensuring its independence from
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on a basic evaluation of
VMGV; and the EC with
members practice to evaluate
their own VWGV annually
using CCI tool.

- All EC members have
capacity to self-manage and
hold monthly meeting.
-

Set meeting agenda

-

Invite members and other
concerned people

-

Keep note of the meeting

local authorities as well as developing vision, mission, values and by-laws. In all
58 target villages, 47 villages have developed vision, mission, and values and 18
villages in Kampong Speu have already developed by-laws.
- No Executive Committee members of the VDA were trained on basic evaluation
of their vision, mission, goal and values. This was because of the Executive
Committee has not been set up. The revised proposal was approved by the board
late and it was approved in April, the project was busy with setting up VDA
structure, and with the VDA the staff was involved and supporting the VDA
creating vision, mission, goal and core values.
- There's a small assessment to 29 VDA by meeting with members in S-PV. The
evaluation criteria was to evaluate on:
Conducting regular meeting with members
Having clear agenda with consulting with members
Having person writing minute and meeting facilitator with rotated role
Minutes are taken in the notebook
Having report on loan and saving on the flipchart
Having ID Poor accessed to association loan
Creating good environment for visitors, NGO/s, donors to learn from.
Strong village
Svai Tol
Po
Kampong Basrei
Toul Lean
Tros
Chrey
Ponhea Leang
Chamkar Tamoy
Oknha Em
Boeun Et

Medium
Prey Basrei
Bra Thmor
Angsvay Tou
Chey Kampok
Snao
Leong
Kroch
Prey Romchan
Krasang Tong
Prey Sramaoch
Prey A Steung
Prey Meas
Ha

Weak village
Kdei Skea
Tapong

Commune
Chey Kampok

Teuk Chou
Svay
Svay Cha
Thom

Angkor Reach

A house in a village of PNKS target area in Preah Sdach
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- 60% of VDA members
accessed to water for
agriculture
and
because
available water sources they
have home gardens and
raised poultry.

- Among 798 members in VDA of Preah Sdach target area, 62% members grow
early rice two times per year, 41% grow middle rice, 40% grow late rice, 0.2%
practice SRI in growing rice, 3% raising fish in plastic bag, 18% raising a single
fish(cat fish), 8% raising mix fish, 39% raising natural fish (allowing wield fish
to flow in from field during raining time), 43% raising pig in pigpen, 21% raising
pig just tie the string, 11% raising chicken in cage, 78% raising with no cage,
54% having home gardens, 43% having fruit trees and 8% making and using
natural pesticide.
- 6 VDA poor members in Po village had home gardening for family daily food.
Mr. Met Haov, ID poor I, got a pumping well then he had home gardening and
raising cricket. He could earn profit of 160,000 riel for 45 days.
- Mrs. Seang Yuk, ID poor II in Bra Thmor village reported that she got chicken
loan from association in June 2013, now she completely repaid those loan to the
association and remain 10 breeding chicken, 40 young chicken. She got income
from selling chicken 1,100,000riel and she saved as much as 350,000 riel in the
association. She was so happy to share her experience with other members.
- Through the quarterly meeting, the VDA leaders shared their association
progress report to each other. There were 84% had enough food for whole year,
16% met food shortage for 3-4 months which required them to find additional
income by seeking jobs as construction workers in Phnom Penh and in other
provinces or run small business in the villages.
- Mr. Neang Dany, VDA leader in Chamkar Tamoy village reported how the
association fund was used:
- S-PV collected data of VDA members practice incomes generation base on farm
and other means of income generation below:
Village
KBS
ST
TR
CKP
PO
KS
PBS
TL
SN
AST
TP
PT
KST
THOM
HA
PRC
SV
PSM
OGE
PAS
KR
PGL
LU
CTM
CSH
PM
TCH
CHR
BE
Total

- 70% of VDA members
understand safe migration in
order to mitigate risk when
they are out to look for jobs
PNKS Narrative Report 2014

Chicken
3
13
2
2
21
6
2
2
3
2
1
4
2
1
3
3
2
2
2
2
5
4
0
8
6
3
6
9
2
121

Pig
5
10
2
4
25
2
5
2
8
3
1
4
2
2
2
0
5
4
3
2
10
8
0
10
0
4
2
7
2
134

Fish
1
5
2
1
0
0
2
2
1
3
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
3
0
2
1
1
2
1
1
34

Cricket
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
4
2
3
0
0
1
15

Veget
3
0
2
1
0
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
4
1
32

Grocery
0
3
1
7
4
0
1
1
2
1
1
1
0
1
2
0
1
1
5
0
0
2
2
3
1
3
1
0
0
43

- In Preah Sdach Social Accountability component organized a safe migration
dialogue allowing local people to meet with the migrant workers from Thailand
to hear their stories and challenges. There were about 80 people from five
different villages. 13 poor migrant workers shared their experiences when they
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away from the community.
Those would include wearing
mask, helmets when they
work
with
cement,
construction
workers;
wearing life jacket when they
are at sea, emergency contact
information etc.

were working in Thailand in other provinces. In Thailand they made about 200
Thai Bath per day. They took risk of being cheated
- No formal safe migration was taught to the local people. Therefore, no formal
assessment was made to see how many people understand safe migration.

- 70% of VDA members
understand the 30 Universal
Declarations of human rights.

- PNKS internally conducted a formal assessment in Preah Sdach; 99 ID Poor
families were questioned if they ever heard and understood the meaning of
“freedom of expression”. Only 33 were able to tell the interviewer something
about the meaning of freedom of expression, not all 33 however were able to
explain the meaning of freedom of expression correctly. The same question was
asked to the general community people (138 ID poor and 122 non-ID poor = 260
people) in Somleng Kampong Speu target areas—Basedth and Kampong Trach.
Only 39 out of 260 were able to say something about the freedom of expression.
We found people’s understanding human rights in the target area is still weak.
This was also found by the evaluation in 2013.

- 70% of ID Poor of the VDA
accessed to clean drinking
water and experienced health
improvement condition.

- PNKS internally conducted a formal assessment in Preah Sdach. 99 ID Poor
families were questioned if they ever heard and understood the meaning of
“freedom of expression”. Only 33 were able to tell the interviewer something
about the meaning of freedom of expression.

-

They reported their health
improved.

Like to see
- VDA members became role
model in the community;
knowledge is widely shared
within community.

- S-PV Health Component worked with VHSG to educate people on primary
health care. Based on home visit survey by VHSG, 60-70% of people drink
boiled water or water from the filters.

- VDA became a strong
community based association
in claiming their rights
toward duty-bearers.

- 30% of the ID Poor in the association advocated for better roads, no gambling in
the village, no illegal fishing, provide birth certificate and land titles to the local
authority.

Love to see
- VDA is the drivers of
positive change within their
community.

- Some VDA members were working hard to be role model to other people in the
community. They visited other families in the village to share about human
rights, agriculture techniques, domestic violence, and peace. They showed others
that they spent their own time to meetings, help and care for others as well as
public properties. They also tried to work out the problems in the community.
- In S-PV up to quarter 4 of 2014, members of VDA increased from 798 to 817
members; including 415 ID Poor families. Of 415 ID Poor, 324 ID Poor families
used loan from VDA for chicken, duck, fish, cricket, and vegetable farms. They
were encouraged by the other members for improving their incomes.
- In some S-KS target villages, there're a number of issues that the community did
for the good of all.
-

-
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People learned using metal wheels of the plowing machines on the village
road damage it. After plowing they need to swap the metal wheels to rubber
wheels before riding on the village road to avoid damaging.
VDAs of Romleuk village advocate for no illegal gambling in their village
to the commune council. The gambling has been reduced since then.
A Lake in Koh Ta Chan village was used bathing and growing vegetables.
It is also used for throwing the bone/ashes remaining from the cremation.
People got scared and complained to the local authority, the commune
council. The commune council promised to work with the village chief to
stop people from throwing cremate in the water.
Big construction trucks transporting dirt using Chraneang-Te village road
and damaged it. People were no longer stand this and complain the
commune councilors. The company could not ignore and fixed the road for
the villagers. Similarly, Ta Tov dam was damaged by trucks convoy
Page 8

transporting dirt to and fro. But because of VDA members with the water
committee complain, the company had to fix the dam.

Progress Markers—CDA
Expects to see:
- 9 CDA developed in each
target commune with clear
management structure.

Progress Made
- Social Accountability Component of S-PV met with project to determine how to
set up commune level network called CDA in quarter 4 in two communes-Angkor Reach and Chey Kampok. Chey Kampok CDA has 24 members from 12
VDAs; and Angkor Reach has 35 members from 17 VDAs including a local
church member.
- The SA component of S-PV with some members from VDA has drafted CDA
structure:
-

Structure of CDA chair, vice-chair, treasurer, members

-

The role of CDA chair, vice-chair, treasurer, members
Executive
committee
consists of 7
members

Chair
Vice Chair
4 members

Member

Member

Treasurer

Member

Member

- Next step, the S-PV team will work with the two CDA to develop Vision,
Mission, Values and By-laws.
- S-KS is planning to set up CDA in 2015.
- EC holds quarterly meeting
with
members;
regular
management meeting.

- Because no CDA has been set up there's no activities related to CDA here and
below.

- All EC members have clear
role and responsibilities
including the supervision role
over the VDA.

- N/A

Like to see
- CDA is accountable to all
VDA.

- N/A

- CDA has made a strong
connection between VDA
and VDA and to other
community for collective
voice.
Love to see
- CDA is a mean to successful
rights claimed by the
community people.

- N/A

Section 4:
Organizational Practices
Description of activities
- Develop staff capacity and up-date skills
where necessary.
- Connect staff to relevant network for new
PNKS Narrative Report 2014

Achieved Activities
- Vuthor, Social Accountability coordinator, S-KS, attended the
training on NGO Governance, Professionalism and Accountability
(GPA) with CCC. He has shared this learning with project staff
from S-KS, S-PV and Phnom Penh head office last December.
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Description of activities
ideas, experiences.
-

Develop at least two new proposals to
new
source
of
funding
for
experiencing proposal development
and resources.

Achieved Activities
Part of his sharing there's a small assessment on PNKS good
governance using UN tool. S-PV and S-KS has different view and
rate in regard to PNKS good governance, from the lowest 1 to the
highest 5.
By S-PV Team…

By S-KS Team…

.
Both teams has the same idea on the "Equitable and Inclusive".
They have a feeling of working hard to include the ID Poor and the
marginalized people.
Both teams also see that PNKS should be more responsive and
flexible rather than sticking to the work plan or framework. Budget
should also be available for such responsive action.
More or less both teams have the same view on PNKS good
governance.
- Vuthor provided training on 'how to work with the poor' to11 staff
in S-KS and S-PV in Kampong Speu office.
- Vuthor also joined network meeting with NGO forum in Phnom
Penh, to share work experiences and the results involving with
land issue in Cambodia. The network was also talking about
setting up two others regional workshops, which one will be in
Rattakiri and another one in Preah Vihea province.
- Mr Long Doeun, and Vuthor joined NGO network meeting at
Kampot province.
- Mr. Keth Saren, Agriculture and Livelihoods Coordinator, S-KS,
Long Doeun, Tino and Chowan attended meeting with CCFC in
Phnom Penh, Freedom Park, to advocate for changes in:
-

PNKS Narrative Report 2014

Cyber-crime Law to protect the freedom of speech and
freedom of expression.
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Description of activities

Achieved Activities
Demanding for changes in the draft law on the Management
and the Use of Agriculture Land to protect the right to
property of the farmers
-

Law on Trade Union, which to protect freedom of
establishing union, association without limitation.

The civil society is demanding the government to reconsider the
draft laws for negative impacts on human rights.
- Vuthor, Sotha, Bunheng and Lida joined the exposure visit to
Transformational Community Development (TCO) for learning
experiences and skill on animal raising, vegetable growing and
saving.
- Part of monitoring system, develop tool
how staff could learn best from the
community and key informants feedback as
a mean to improve future intervention.

- PNKS established some tools to pilot data collection. Two teams
were formed to collect data in the field under leadership of
Development Manager. There’re 359 (f=256) people were
interviewed. The data collection process went smoothly but faced
some technical challenges. There’re no skilled staffs to analyze the
data and it took long time to enter the data from the questionnaires
to the soft copies in the computer.
- Jens Rosback, former Diakonia country representative, had his son
and his son’s friend helping PNKS in developing digital database
in the website. This would help with the data processing.

- Keep the Board of directors informed about
organization through providing them
reports, inviting them to meetings and
visiting projects, as well as presenting
during the Board meeting.
- Have MOU with the relevant government
ministries (Ministry of Health) made. Keep
them informed about PNKS. Invite them to
visit the projects, meetings and any special
events. They could support us better as they
know us better.
- Regularly measure the progress and check
on the quality of the program intervention.
(baseline survey done the first year of the
program intervention and impact evaluation
done every two years—2013 and 2015)
- Conduct organizational risk assessment for
a better precaution.
- Redesign the program where necessary.
- Do not assume that we are in the best
position but always seek for improvement.
- Fill basic needs and then their spiritual and
emotional needs.

- In the last six months, five different board meetings were held to
discuss PNKS’ issues—new Board chair is elected, one board
member resigned , Gunilla Bun, Director of Asian Hope, was
appointed to replace the resigned Board, ex-com was dissolved. In
regard to PNKS’ issues, the fraud case in the project, evaluation
and audit recommendations including the TEAR Financial Health
Check, the new approaches, and ‘PNKS updates’ is a standing
agenda.
- No new MOU with the Ministry has been made.

- First time ever PNKS developed tools to measure the progress of
the implementation. We had challenges when developing
questionnaires and to analyze the data after the data collection.
There’s still a lot of learning and improvement needed.
- No organizational risk assessment was planned this year.
- In February 2014, PNKS hired an independent consultant to
facilitate in redesigning program strategies. The new strategies
were shifting PNKS to more focusing the ID Poor families and the
independence of the village associations.
- Health component staff conducted home visit to the ID poor
families to get more understanding on their issues. There were
many problems happening to them that over the project respond,
however, the project took more action on clean water usage by
encouraging them to use filter, water tunk, pumping well and
boiled water.

- Issue leaflets, and brochure

- No new leaflets or brochure have been made in the last six months.

- Regular up-date website

- PNKS is under restructuring of its website. The reasons for the
restructuring and redesign were necessary because we want the
website to be easier to update. Also the current domain was not
functioning well.

- Develop experiment where possible to
enhance what we do and learn from it.

- S-PV has experiment growing with less water. Growing vegetables
are done in plastic bottles/containers, in worn out rice sacks, in
some members of VDA. See pictures in the appendix 3.
-

PNKS Narrative Report 2014

The advantage:
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Description of activities

- PNKS is a learning organization yet seek
opportunity to enhance staff capacity.
- Conduct annual organizational reflection to
learn
organization’s
strengths
and
weaknesses and where improvement is
needed. Seeking for opportunity to enhance
the work and know where the threads are.

Achieved Activities
- Use less water
- Use less fertilizer
- Easy to care
- It is organic
- Less labour
- Good for daily consumption
The disadvantage:
- The amount of products is usually for family consumption
and not enough for generating incomes
- It is new idea and not many farmers interested in it. They
said it's a kind of house play.
- Internal Financial Monitoring / Internal Audit conducted in the last
quarter of 2014.
- PNKS Retreat: Retreat was conducted this year in Koh Kong to
building spirit. The whole program staff participated. No Board
members however attended.
- Project Annual Reflection and Planning
- TAI DRR: workshop on DRR was conducted in Phnom Penh to
some TAI partners to enhance their capacity on DRR.
- Danmission Learning Forum: This year Learning has taught PNKS
many ways in peace and right-based approach.
- TEAR Financial Health Check: In Feb Steve, TEAR Accountant,
did financial health check after it was done once in 2010.
- TEAR Regional Workshop on Group-Based Approaches to
Community Development.

- Practice Christ core values, which are
determined in the strategic plan.

- Humility reflected: simple clothes, greetings and polite words as
well as being respectful, showing love and care for the poor.

- Set good example while working with the
community to influence behaviour change.

- Project staff of both Somleng Projects kept having weekly
devotion to build team spiritual and reflect how Christ core values
were implemented.

- Share love and care for staff and people we
work with
- Build trust among staff and people we work
with.

- Animators had some relief such as rice, ready food can, instant
noodle, sleeping mat, fish sauce and plastic mat, salt for
emergency help to 2 ID poor families in Krasang Tong and Toek
Chou villages.

Section 5:
Achievement Against Outcome Challenges
Outcome Challenges
- 60% of ID Poor families have become
members of VDA and have confidence to
claim their rights towards duty-bearers.

Progress Made
Due to internal formal assessment in June 2014:
- In S-PV, 99 ID Poor were questioned, 34 are VDA members,
equal to 34%.
- In S-KS (Kampong Speu and Kampot), 138 ID Poor were
questioned. 51 are VDA members, equal to 37%.
- No measurement about how and how many they claimed their
rights towards duty-bearers. Due to limit understanding how
tools be created.

- 60% of ID Poor families have experienced
that their incomes and agriculture products
have contributed to improving their living
condition.

Due to internal formal assessment:
- In S-PV, 99 ID Poor were questioned:
-

24 said their living condition is getting worse = 24%
56 said their living condition is getting a little better = 57%
10 said their living condition is getting a lot better = 10%
9 said they did not know or the same = 10%

- In S-KS (Kampong Speu and Kampot), 138 ID Poor were
questioned:
- 24 said their living condition is getting worse = 17%
PNKS Narrative Report 2014
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- 82 said their living condition is getting a little better = 59%
- 10 said their living condition is getting a lot better = 7%
- 22 said they did not know or the same = 16%
- 60% of ID Poor families reported their health
condition improved.

Due to internal formal assessment:
- In S-PV, 99 ID Poor were questioned if the member of the family
sick comparing to the last three years:
- 25 said their family members seem to be sick more = 25%
- 38 said their family members seem to be sick a little less =
38%
- 11 said their family members seem to be sick a lot less = 11%
- 25 said the same or they do not know = 25%
- In S-KS (Kampong Speu and Kampot), 138 ID Poor were
questioned if the member of the family sick comparing to the last
three years::
-

- By 2016, PNKS will have a strong and
professional M&E system corresponding to
the requirement by NGO-GPP, and a good
system for documenting lessons learned and
managing learning materials.

28 said their living condition is getting worse = 20%
64 said their living condition is getting a little better = 46%
10 said their living condition is getting a lot better = 7%
36 said they did not know or the same = 26%

- PNKS developed basic questionnaire with three pages long to
pilot its data collection. We spent one week in each province to
collect data. Field staff, team leader and a few coordinators in
Preah Sdach assisted in the data collection. The results of the
assessment were used to respond to indicators in this report.
- Jens, former Diakonia country representative, is piloting, digital
database and data collection. The idea is develop questionnaires
and store them in the Android Tablet, use this tablet to directly
collect data in the field. The collected data can automatically
transferred to online database which stakeholders can easily
access to and fast. We do not know how this really works.
However this is still under development.

- By 2016, all field staff members can perform
monitoring the progress of VDAs and CDAs
using forms from CCI.

- Due to the proposal with the new approaches was not approved
till April 2014. PNKS took the last two months to review the
current structure of the village associations, CBO etc. The review
was to strengthen the purpose of the association and their
independence.

Section 6:
Lessons Learnt and Challenges
We have learned poor human rights understanding among poor people. That some people were able to memorize human
rights well but they did not actually understand what it means. For example 'freedom of expression' they could say these
words well but they did not really understand them. In Human Rights Day on 10 December 2014 during human rights
quiz; a woman was asked to tell all the audience by giving three examples of human right violation. What the woman
could say is 'beating'. S-PV now have learned a very successful way to educate people about human rights and child
rights is through home visit done by key VDA members. During home visit they allowed any people join in an informal
dialogue or discussion. People were allowed come in and leave as they want. We could see people were free to speak and
question without fear. We could see people speak from their hearts. We believe this way people will learn better.
Farmers in the target area believed that earn a living by not only depend on rice field work and had additional work such
as animal raising, home gardening, running small business and doing construction worker or labouring in agriculture
work could help in supporting their daily need better.
Through observation in the health public forum, the participants were more and more confident in asking questions to the
guest speakers comparing to the last forum. Before they asked questions by writing then the facilitators read it out, now
they directly asked the questions and chlallenged when the answers were not right to their need.
Associations in the phase-out target area under the management of Commune Council had good cooperation with each
other and they independently run their association well and their fund kept increasing.
In February, a house of an ID poor II family living in Chey Kompok village, Chey Kampok commune was on fire. All
their belongings in the house were burned. It was caused by the fire in the kindchen. Total cost of the lost was estimated
18,000,000riel. The village chief announced this news to the villagers, pagoda committees, commune councils, other
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villages in the commune, commune and district Red Cross and district office for emergency help. The family got 2 packs
of rice seed, 2 stacks of howls, 3 sleeping mats, 4 blankets, 2 scarfs, 1 pillow, 4 pots, a dozen of fish sauces, 2 bed nets, 2
ewers, 4 water glasses, 2 metal washing basins, 15 plates, 5 bowls and 100,000riel from Serey Bavet Pagoda; 30Kg of
rice, 10 sets of clothes, 500kg of rice seed and 100,000riel from the villagers in Chey Kampok village; 60kg of rice and
33,000riel from Tros village, near by village; 2 bed nets, 2 blankets, 40 kg of rice and 100,000riel from Prey Basrey
village; 2 sleeping net, 2 blankets, 40 kg of rice and 100,000riel from district office. It was a story of mobilizing resource
to help each other when their members were in crisis.
School Health Teachers (SHTs), School Health Clubs (SHCs) and especially, Department of Education Youths and
Sports (DoE) are very satisfied with school health program. They are actively involved in health activities such as
developing IEC materials, stories, songs, and or singsong together to support role-play / performance. Students seem to
get and understand health messages easier and quicker when learning through dramas and songs. This also led to the
message is widely shared. Moreover, the students developed their own materials such as health pictures, artificial faces
for role-plays and health games.
In Kampong Speu water for daily sue and water for agriculture is still a major challenge. This year most provinces in
Cambodia had enough rain to start paddy rice while Kampong Speu target area is still very dry. Without having enough
water is not just affecting growing but also affecting animal-raising as well as people were not able to have safe drinking
water that could cause water-related diseases and increase migrant workers.
Section 7
Other Relevant Comments, Recommendations or Observations
Some VDA keys members, educators, have been working hard during the VDA meetings and home visit to share what
they have learned in their life experience, from other groups, NGO and PNKS.
ID Poor families and other marginalized groups were not generally inclusive in the government attention and
development. Somleng Prey Veng organized a public forum and invited Mr. Pich Song, district governor and a deputychief of the Provincial Department of Agriculture to be speakers. The forum was conducted to promote ID Poor / Prodevelopment. The forum has drawn the local authority and the government department of agriculture attention for propoor development as well as service.
798 VDA members are practicing appropriate agriculture techniques which could provide the family daily food for
consumption. Of the 798 members, 528 members grow two times rice per year; 2 members is practicing SRI; 42 is raising
fish in plastic; 63 is raising mix-kind of fish; 347 is raising pigs in the pigsty; 162 is raining pigs by allowing to run free
or tie them. 103 is raising chicken in the cage; 574 is raising chicken by allowing them to run free; 422 has home gardens;
64 is able to produce natural pesticide.
Section 8
Financial Report
PONLEU NEY KDEY SANGKHUM
Somleng Projects (Prey Veng and Kampong Speu)
Annual Financial Report Jan - Dec 2014
Operational/Programme and Capital Costs
Operational/Programme Costs

Budget Jan-Dec
2014

Actual Expense
Jan-Dec 2014

Variance

Variance as %
of Budget

DIRECT COSTS
1. Social Accountability
5311 . Develop ID poor capacity
5321 . Promote role model of ID poor
5331 . Promote safe migration
5341 . Promote independence of CDA/CDA
Total Social Accountability

4,658
6,818
1,640
12,664
25,780

4,453
7,054
1,669
10,448
23,624

205
(236)
(29)
2,216
2,156

4.41%
-3.46%
-1.77%
17.50%
8.36%

2. Agriculture and Livelihood
5211 . Address water issue
5221 . Address water management
5231 . Agriculture experiment
5241 . Promote home gardens
5251 . Promote cooperative approach
5260 . Improve community water Mgt
Total Agriculture and Livelihood

1,243
3,715
3,454
9,990
3,264
24,059
45,725

1,165
3,380
2,587
9,421
2,860
21,830
41,243

78
335
867
569
404
2,229
4,482

6.30%
9.01%
25.09%
5.70%
12.38%
9.26%
9.80%
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3. Health and HIV/AIDS
5111 . Promote personal hygiene
5121 . Promote cleaning environment
5131 . Promote women/children nutrition
5140 · Strenthen Health Network
Total Health and HIV/AIDS

11,133
8,154
4,172
1,696
25,155

9,710
7,245
3,686
960
21,601

1,423
909
486
736
3,554

12.78%
11.15%
11.66%
43.42%
14.13%

155,859
22,096
22,716
21,024
7,080
1,487
230,262

147,938
21,592
21,459
22,142
7,570
1,487
222,187

7,921
504
1,257
(1,118)
(490)
0
8,075

5.08%
2.28%
5.53%
-5.32%
-6.92%
0.00%
3.51%

5. Staff Capacity Development
5510 · Strengthen Organization
5520 . Group Capacity
5540 · Connect PNKS to Networks
Total Staff Capacity Development

11,647
7,549
445
19,641

10,453
7,831
300
18,583

1,194
(282)
145
1,058

10.26%
-3.73%
32.58%
5.38%

6. INDIRECT COSTS
6110 · Salary Costs-PP
6120 · Staff Insurance & Benefits-PP
6130 · PP Office Supplies & Communica.
6140 · PP Rent and Utilities
6150 · PP Transportation
6160 · Governing Board of Directors
6170 . External Financial Audit
Total Indirect Costs

15,553
2,621
3,649
6,180
4,057
1,800
5,300
39,160

15,612
2,698
4,351
5,869
4,029
882
5,300
38,741

(59)
(77)
(702)
311
28
918
419

-0.38%
-2.93%
-19.23%
5.03%
0.69%
50.99%
0.00%
1.07%

4. Other Direct Costs
5410 · Staff Salary
5420 · Staff Insurance & Benefits
5430 · Transportation Costs
5440 · Premises Costs
5450 · Monitoring & Evaluation
5460 . NPV Network
Total Other Direct Costs

Total Operational/Programme Costs
7. Capital Costs
7110 · Equipment & Furniture
Total Capital Costs
Grand Total Costs (Operational/
Programme + Capital)

385,723
Budget Jan-Dec
2014
1,311

365,979
Actual Expense
Jan-Dec 2014

19,744
Variance

5.12%
Variance as %
of Budget

1,311

1,215
1,215

97
97

7.36%
7.36%

387,034

367,193

19,840

5.13%

Explanation of variance 10% and $500
5341. is underspent because the activity 1.4.5 in Somleng Prey Veng Project, supports CDA in filing complain
to duty bearers where neccessary, has not been any case that happened. Anyway, the activity 1.4.2, support
CDA network meeting in national& commune level, has not happened due to CDA has just set up in December
2014. And the activity to exposure visit to other NGO, In the annual budget we planned to carry village chief to
attend this visit actually we did not carry them.
5231. is underspent because the activities to establish famer field school in Somleng Kampong Speu Project
was not happened because we did not find volunteer famers for running this activity.
5260. is underspent because the activities for figerling in the Trapang Sya and Kandeang community ponds
have not done yet due to it is not enough water and the water is cloudy.
5111. is underspent because the actual expense for supporting refreshment to participant on primary health
care with VHSG in Somleng Prey Veng Project was less than annual budget set. And the activities of role play
to disseminate health education to target area in Somleng Kampong Speu Project was not perform due to
school teacher that responsible to lead student to conduct role play busy with his own business.
5121. is underspent because VHSG did not attend full bi-monthly meeting due to they busy with their rice field
and some members of VHSG are migration.
5140. is underspent because some payment was covered by partner when staff and beneficiary attend network.
5510. is underspent because we failed to apply for NGO GPP certificate due to incomplete application. And
another one is we did not have the MOU with the Ministry of Health signed yet. The process takes too long.
Anyway, the actual expense for accommodation for annual retreat was less than annual budget.
6130. is overspent because we spent much money for printing vouchers to support both somleng projects using
since beginning of the year 2014.
6160. is underspent because the honorarium for supporting 3 Exe-com members was not paid since April 2014 due
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to the Exe-com was dissolved.
Format for Income
Income
A. Brought forward from previous programme *
B. Tear Australia
C. Diakonia
D. Danmission
E. Transform Aid International
F. Diaconaat
Government (please specify)
In-kind donations
Income generated by the programme
Local community
Reserves
Other (Please specify)
Total Income

Budget Jan-Dec
2014
90,776
172,424
23,000
35,196
121,245
-

Actual Received
Jan-Dec 2014
90,776
198,964
21,663
38,236
111,975
-

442,641

461,613

Variance
26,540
(1,337)
3,040
(9,270)
-

Variance as
% of Budget
0.00%
15.39%
-5.81%
8.64%
-7.65%

18,973

4.29%

Explanation of variance 10% and $500
B. Tear Australia has a surplus because Tear has transferred fund for period Jan - Mar 2015.
Section K: End of Year or End of Programme Summary Format
Starting Balance
90,776
Total Income
Budget for the Year
351,865
Total Costs
Budget for the Year
387,034
Surplus / Deficit
(35,169)
End Balance
55,607
Prepared by:

Approved by:

Mok Sopheakveary

Leak Chowan

Finance Manager

Development Manager

Date:

Date:
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Appendix 1
Report against Annual Work Plan
A. SOMLENG PREY VENG
1. SOCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY
Planned activities (from the Annual Work
Achieved activities and Explanation (for the reporting period)
Plan)
Empower ID poor families through capacity development on leadership, good governance, conflict resolution, problem solving,
1.1
and communication skills and providing them knowledge on human rights and people politics.
1.1.1
Educate VDA, ID poor on Universal In the six month period, the project support local teacher groups to conduct Human Right
Declaration of human rights and training to villagers including ID poor families in VDA. There were 340 participants, 277
people politics’ including follow up on famales in 11 villages of Chey Kompok and Angkor Reach communes.
Test
their practices
Description
Total
Weak
Midium
Good
Pre-test
340
212
92
35
Post-test
340
167
112
58
1.1.2
Train peace building to VDA, youth
In May and June, component cooperated with local teachers who is VDA members to
couduct Peace Training for two different places in Bavet pagoda, Chey Kompok
commune and Ponhea Leang village, Angkor Reach commune to VDA leaders and
Youth. There were 59 participants-34 females.
Test
Description
Weak
Midium
Good
Pre-test
39
18
2
Post-test
23
14
22
1.1.3
Train VDA executive committee In June, Component provided training on Leadership to VDA leaders in Angkor Reach
members on leadership and good commune. There were 45 participants, 25 females.
Test
governance including post training
follow up
Description
Weak
Midium
Good
Pre-test
30
15
0
Post-test
13
30
2
1.1.4
Support key persons (VDA, Youth) to July 2015 PNKS with community key educators of VDA held a gender workshop for
disseminate on violence law to almost 10 days Jul 7-10 and 17. 155 (f=118) attended a different workshop on gender.
About 20% of them were ID Poor families. The workshop was intended to enhance
families who committed violence
community knowledge on gender and to reduce domestic violence.
1.1.5
Strengthen local authorities on their This is supported by TAI and is carried out in 2015.
roles and responsibilities
Provide a review workshop on ToT to PNKS organized a sharing experienced workshop on TOT to 6 (f=6) VDA key educators.
key community trainers (VDA, Youth) After the workshop the VDA key educators were allowed to visit community for the real
1.1.6
how and materials they used when practice. 135 (f=106) villagers received direct training from the VDA key educators.
they educated human rights in the Based on staff observation and evaluation 40% of the villagers were interested in the
community including follow up teaching by VDA key educators.
practices
1.2
Promote role models of ID poor families exercising their rights by their participation in social activities and community development
especially in decision making concerning their livelihood situation
In September VDA conducted an annual reflection with 75 (f=30) VDA members
Conduct VDA annual workshop to
1.2.1
participated in two target communes--Chey Kampok and Angkor Reach. 12 VDA
reflect VDA achievement and best
members shared their own experience in growing and animal raising and how this work
practices
helped improve their living condition.
1.2.2
Support VDA and Youth on peace In March, component supported VDA to conduct Peace dialogue in Toulean village,
dialogue with ID Poor families
Chey Kompok commune? There were 94 villagers and ID poor families-81 females. The
aim of the dialogue was to strengthen VDA and villagers relationship, to share the
principles in building peace, disseminate the 10 criterias for family happiness and also to
find the need of ID poor VDA members.
1.2.3
Support VDA to visit ID poor in target Project staff provided relief kid to 2 very poor families in Krasang Tong anc ChamKa
areas and give emergency
Tamuy villages, Angkor Reach commune. The families had no capacity to ear a living,
lack of support from others and they were old, widow, disable and had more
dependancies members in families. The kid had 30 kg of rice, instand noodles and ready
food cans.
1.2.4
Conduct International Woman Right On 07 March, the project support district women affair office to conduct Women
International day, the 103 anniversary under the topic ”Equty on education be important
Day
for Social Development” in Preah Sdach district office. The guest speckers were: district
governor, deputy district governor, district council, district police, PNKS chair board,
Mrs.Sar Montha, families committed domestic violent, CCs, students and other district
officers. There were124 total participants-90 females.
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1.2.5
1.2.6

1.2.7

1.2.8

1.3
1.3.1

1.3.2

1.3.3
1.4
1.4.1

1.4.2
1.4.3
1.4.4
1.4.5
1.4.6
1.4.7
1.4.8

Conduct International Woman Right
Day
Conduct Child right day with ID poor,
VDA

Support VDAs to conduct inter-faith
relegious with planting tree with ID
poor
Conduct Human rights day with ID
poor, VDA

This activity is planned for 2015
On 03 June, the project supported VDA to conduct International Children Day, 65
anniversary with the topic “Cooperate to eliminate Child labor” in Tros village, Chey
Kompok commune. The participants were police, chief of district education office, CCs,
VDA, vulnerable children, care givers, teachers, and ID poor families. Total participants
were 107-51 females.
This activity is planned for 2015 the first half of 2015 TAI fund.

PNKS cooperated with ICC-PARCE conducted a joint-Human Right Day in Chey
Kampok at the pagoda. This was the first time even PNKS had a joint-organizers. 303
(f=145) people marched from 4 different communes--Angkor Reach, Chey Kampok, Rea
Thor and Senareach Oddom. In their hands, there're banners, massages about human
rights. There're loud speakers which villagers used to shout human rights messages
along the way--'political discrimination is human right violation' etc.
Mr. Saran, a man living with disability had a chance to speak to the crowd about his land
dispute case with a rich man. He requested local authority support for justice.
Provide good quality of knowledge and skills on safe migration to VDA to get prepared when they go to work for generating
incomes outside the target area.
Support training and follow up on August PNKS organized a workshop on safe migration to 196 (f=159) from five villages.
migration and trafficking to VDA, This workshop was a response to the increasing migration in the area so the migrant
Youth, ID poor
workers have some ideas to protect themselves from any form of harms.
Stay overnight and video show about
PNKS use monthly overnight stay for delivering messages. Recently a massage on the
migration, trafficking and role of
draft law of Management of the Use of Agricultural Land. People had never expect that
domestic violent in village
they were involved in hearing the draft law. The overnight stay was also used to educate
people on gender, domestic violence and human rights through large screen video
show.
In the last August, SA component also conducted safe migration dialogue to 91 (f=61) in
Conduct safety migration dialogue to Oknha Em village. 18 former migrant workers shared their experiences when they
worked in Rattanakiri, Mondolkiri, Koh Kong, Kampong Som province and Thailand.
VDA and ID poor families in village
Many of them experienced abuse.
Work to support the creation and operation of independent civil society structure in parallel with the structures of local authorities
so that the right holders can communicate and deal their duty bearer effectively
Conduct public forum on good On 08 May, component staff cooperated with VDA in Oukhna Em village, Angkor Reach
governance and social accountability commune to conduct public forum on Governance and Social accountability. The
between duty-bearers and VDA, ID participants were CCs, VDA members, youth, ID poor families in Oukhna Em, Chamka
Tamuy, Chrey and Beong Et, total 107-82 females. The aims of the forum were to
poor
improve relationship between local authorizes and their people, create opportunity to
local authorities to answer their people questions on public services issues.
On 30 May 2014, the project supported VDA in Toulean village, Chey Kompok commune
to conduct public forum on Governance and discussion on local service with CC and
villagers. There were 158 participants-85 females, who were CCs, chief of education
office, police, VDA members, and ID poor villagers.
Support CDA network meeting in This activity is planned for 2015 the first half of 2015 TAI fund.
national and commune level
Support CDA network meeting in CDA has not been set up yet.
national and commune level
Set up two CDA
In the last two months Nov and Dec, SA component worked with the VDA to introduce
CDA Network idea and people are happy to take part in the CDA.
Support CDA in filing complain to duty Because CDA has not been set up, no activities related to CDA were carried out.
bearers where necessary
Support CC to disseminate CIP to Because CDA has not been set up, no activities related to CDA were carried out.
community
Support VDA regular monthly meeting The project supported VDA monthly meeting with their ID poor members and nonin village level with ID poor
members. There were 556 people-403 females in Chey Kompok, Angkor Reach and
Support VDA regular monthly meeting Lvea communes. for instand,
 In June, project staff joined in VDA meeting in Prey Basrey village, Chey
in village level with ID poor
Kompok commune. There were 557-362 females. The aim of the meeting were
to disseminate about the changing association name, show VDA identity, and
announce for technical support person in VDA.
 on 14 February, project staff attended VDA meeting in Tros village, Chey
Kompok commune. There were 35 participants-20 females. The aims of the
meeting were strengthening relationship between the PNKS project and ID poor
familiies in the villages and learning the issues happening in the community.
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1.4.9

Support material to VDA

1.4.10

Support material to CC

Social Accountability component supported the Governance boxes to 29 villages and
Writing board to 6 villages in Chey Kompok and Angkor Reach communes.
Social Accountability component supported White board to Angkor Reach and Chey
Kompok communes to write when having meeting.

2. Agriculture and Livelihoods
2.1
Work with appropriate partners and community members to explore possible and practical solutions to address the problem of
lacking of water for agriculture production.
10 fish ponds provided to 10 members of ID Poor families of Po and Chamkarta Mouy
2.1.1
Provide grant excavate/increase
village. They were also provided seed.
small family fishpond for ID1-ID2 of
VDAs and village.
2.1.2
Meeting with VDAs, the work plan to
Support VDA in advocacy cy with duty bearers to include water issue in CIP and or
duty bearers using fund excavate
proposal funding sources at:
irrigation system.
N
Vill.
Comm Femal
Total
Responsibility
Date
o
.
e
1
PO
CKP
30Ps
35Ps
Ms.SOPHAL
21-10-2014
2
PGL
AKR
18Ps
19Ps
Ms.SOPHAL
23-10-2014(AM)
3
LU
AKR
20Ps
29Ps
Ms.SOPHAL
23-10-2014(PM)
4
BT
CKP
20Ps
33Ps
Mr. VANDARA
23-10-2014
5
ST
CKP
24Ps
32Ps
Mr. VANDARA
24-10-2014
7
TR
CKP
34Ps
42Ps
Mr. VANDARA
27-10-2014
8
KBS
CKP
22Ps
38Ps
Mr. VANDARA
29-10-2014
9
TL
CKP
29Ps
37Ps
Mr. VANDARA
030122014(AM)
10 SCH
AKR
24Ps
30Ps
Mr. VANDARA
03-12-2014(PM)
Total
271Ps 325Ps
Through meetings, VDA members committed to work harder to address the issues of
clean water as much as they can--pond, cement water containers and wells.
2.2
To improve the knowledge of water management and water saving for agricultural activities of VDAs and ID Poor families.
2.2.1
Support committee fishpond quarterly On 28 May 2014, Component supported quarterly meeting to fishpond committee in
meeting.
SCH village, AKR commune. There were 11 members, 2 women. The meeting were to
create internal regulation for managing the pond, make year plan and meeting schedule,
monitor the ponds for company reparing, make fence and plan tree on the pond dam
and on the safe hill.
2.2.2
Support groups farmer trainers.
On 11-13 March 2014, component supported quarterly meeting to farmer trainers be
conducted in CTM village, AKR commune, There were 10Ps-03W. The meeting focused
on creating internal regulation, make meeting schedule and plan for providing training to
their members and the ID poors and sharing experience to each other. They also
encouraged interested ID poor member in the meeting village to join and took successed
experience from the trainer for their work.
On 5-7 May 2014, component joined in second quarterly meeting with farmer trainers in
SCH village, AKR commune. There were 12Ps-03W.
2.2.3
Support VDA annual workshop on Climate change adaptation workshop was held in Chey Kampok commune to 98 (f=47)
Climate change adaptation.
participants. The workshop was to promote diversification of cropping and income
generation. The deputy-chief of the Provincial Department of Agriculture also attended.
2.2.4
Follow
up
on
disaster
to Component conducted follow up meeting on disaster to preparedness of VDAs in target
preparedness of VDAs.
areas. On 15-16 Jan, 2014 in LU village, AKR commune, there were 48Ps-25W. On 2223 January, 2014 in KBS village, CKP commune, there were 45Ps-23W. The result of
the meeting found that some VDAs members including the leaders renovated their pond
for storing water, had home garden, raised animal, saved natural fertilizer, natural
poison, reserve some food and rice seeds.
2.3
Develop a demonstration and testing productive home garden by staff members of PNKS as researching and learning methods
before extent the knowledge and skills to ID Poor families.
2.3.1
Provide grant vegetable crop seed Project distributed vegetable seeds to VDAs in 29 villages. The seeds were for ID poor
and materials to ID1-ID2 in VDAs and families the first priority. The families who got the seeds needed to agree with some
village.
points such as volunteer to grow, preparing home garden yard before receiving, needed
to do by their own and not giving to other families, not selling and saved money for next
time growing.
2.3.2
Experiment growing in bottles.
Will be done in Quarter 3, 2014.
2.3.3
Stay overnight in village.
2 staff in livelihood components with other staff of SLPV stayed overnight monthly in 6
villages of AKR commune and CKP. Through home visit, we found that farmers worried
about water shortage during dry season, they did not have home garden mostly during
February-March. Most villagers understood about domestic violent problem and its result
through Video show by PNKS. Many villagers migrated for short period during dry
season to seek for additional income. Starting from May on, the farmers in some villages
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2.4
2.4.1

2.4.2

2.4.3

2.4.4

were busy with their rice field for the rain falled.
Work closely with some active ID Poor families to create good models of productive home gardens that can be applied / adopted
by most ID Poor families through exchanging knowledge and experience among themselves.
Support ID poor to conduct forum,
An ID Poor Forum was conducted to promote ID Poor Pro-development. The forum was
work together to help ID poor.
held in Kampong Basrei village under the term--"work together to help the ID Poor". Mr.
Pich Song, district governor and deputy-chief of the Provincial Department of Agriculture
were invited to be speakers in the forum. This was the intention to raise local authority
attention to support the welbeing of ID Poor. 97 (f=51) joint the forum.
Establish farmer field school (FFS) to On 18 and 25 June,2014, component opened Farmer Field School (FFS) in CTM village,
VDA.
AKR commune. There were 20Ps-13W. The school was lasted for 20 weeks; one
morning for a week (5week learning on Rice production, 5week on Vegetable crop
planting, 5 week on Fish raising, and 5week on Chicken raising).
Field demonstration to show Drum
On 18 June 2014, component provided a drum seeder (rice seed sow instrument) to
seeder to VDAs.
VDA in SCH village, AKR commune and demonstrated how to use it. There were 12 Ps03W. The instrument could save the amount of rice seed use in the field for the rice seed
dropped in a certain amount with proper length.
Farmer Trainer (FT) provides training on Chicken/Duck raising to ID poor families of
Support Farmer Trainer to provide
VDA at SCH village AKR commune.
training on Chicken/ Duck to ID poor
in VDA.
‐ Topic: raisning chicken in a natural way
‐ #:20Ps (f=13) on July 07, 2014
‐ Pre: -(0-50%)=10Ps -(60-80%)=8Ps -(80-100%)=2Ps
‐ Post: -(0-50%)=6Ps -(60-80%)=10Ps -(80-100%)=4Ps
Farmer Trainer (FT) provides training on Chicken/Duck raising to ID poor families of
VDA at PGL village AKR commune.
‐ #:21Ps (14W) on August 04, 2014
‐ Pre: -(0-50%)=07Ps -(60-80%)=05Ps -(80-100%)=09Ps
‐ Post: -(0-50%)=02Ps -(60-80%)=07Ps -(80-100%)=12Ps
Farmer Trainer (FT) provides training on Chicken/Duck raising to ID poor families of
VDA at KBS village CKP commune.
‐ #:25Ps (18W) on August 05, 2014
‐ Pre: -(0-50%)=04Ps -(60-80%)=06Ps -(80-100%)=15Ps
‐ Post: -(0-50%)=00Ps -(60-80%)=03Ps -(80-100%)=22Ps
Farmer Trainer (FT) provides training on Chicken/Duck raising to ID poor families of
VDA at BT village CKP commune.
‐ #:20Ps (13W) on August 25, 2014
‐ Pre: -(0-50%)=14Ps -(60-80%)=04Ps -(80-100%)=02Ps
‐ Post: -(0-50%)=04Ps -(60-80%)=01Ps -(80-100%)=15Ps
Farmer Trainer (FT) provides training on Chicken/Duck raising to ID poor families of
VDA at CHR village AKR commune.
‐ #:26Ps (24W) on August 26, 2014
‐ Pre: -(0-50%)=11Ps -(60-80%)=02Ps -(80-100%)=13Ps
‐ Post: -(0-50%)=08Ps -(60-80%)=05Ps -(80-100%)=13Ps

2.4.5

2.5
2.5.1

2.5.2

Component provided training on economic analysis on small business plan to VDAs
leaders in the target areas:
 On 18, 19 and 29 Feb 2014, in CHR village, AKR commune, there were 48Ps25W.
 On 26-28 March 2014, in TL village, CKP commune, there were 46Ps-28W.
-Pre: Average=19Ps, Good=13Ps, Excellence=62Ps
-Post: Average=02Ps, Good=01Ps, Excellence=91Ps
Build capacity on marketing strategy and promote ideas of using cooperative approach used by ID Poor families to reduce the
cost of buying and transportation and increase the price of their agricultural products.
Train and follow up on production of Component staff provided training and followed up on making natural pesticide to VDAs
natural pesticide to VDAs.
in the target areas:
 On 05-06 Feb 2014, in KBS village, AKR commune. There were 49Ps-28W.
 On 12-13 Feb 2014, in KBS village, CKP commune. There were 33Ps-25W.
-Pre: Average=39Ps, Good=35Ps, Excellence=08Ps
-Post: Average=11Ps, Good=27Ps, Excellence=44Ps
Follow up on bookkeeping to leader Follow up and refresh training will be conducted in Quarter 3 by Facilitator Monitoring
of VDAs.
(FM), 2014.
Animators visited and check VDA bookkeeping 1-3 times per month in 29 villages. 2-4

Provide training on analysis economic
of small business plan to leaders of
VDAs.
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association leaders less cared in preparing bookkeeping, did not do it regularly and did
not put the fund in the bank; they excused on difficult to travel, need more documents to
fill or busy with families business.
3. Health and HIV/AIDS
3.1
Strengthen and promote serious practicing of good personal hygiene by individuals in households of ID Poor families.
On 19-21 May 2014, Health component supported VHSG teaching group to conduct full
3.1.1
Support VHSG trainer group to
village meeting in 40 villages in LV, AKR&CKP communtes to disseminate on nutrition,
conduct training on Primary Health
hygine, dengue fever, dierrhea, reproduction disease to community people for
Care to people live in target areas,
encouraging them following primary health principles in their daily life.There were 2000
especially ID1, ID2 &VG.
participants in total (17v/AKR=854p, F=676p; 12v/CKP=639p, F=525p and
11v/LV=507p, F=395p). They were VDA members, VCs, ID poor & People.
Project supported VHSG in 8 villages in Angkor Reach commune and 6 in Chey Kompok
3.1.2
Support VHSG (AKR, CKP) to
commune to conduct meeting with their villagers. There were 584 people-473 females.
conduct health discussion in
The aims of the meeting were to strengthen relationship between VHSG, PNKS and the
community level with VDA& ID poor
villagers, and seeked priority problems regarding to health. There were many issues
families.
having raised, and they selected some priorities such as fever, cough, diarrhea, disease
related to breathing organ, dengue fever, itchy and blood pressure.
3.1.3
Provide filters to ID poor living in
Project provided 40 filters to 40 villages in LV, AKR and CKP communes. The project
target areas and Primary school.
staff cooperated with local village leaders to select 5-7 poor families and did home visit
and observation then made decision. The selected families were requested to contribute
some amount of money depending on their ability.

3.1.4
3.1.5

3.1.6
3.1.7

3.2
3.2.1

3.2.2

3.2.3
3.2.4

3.2.5
3.2.6

Provide filters to ID poor living in
target areas and Primary school.
Provide water tank and cover to ID
poor living in target areas.
Provide water tank and cover to ID
poor living in target areas.
Stay overnight to follow up primary
health care practices

Provided 2 filters to school as following:
N
School
Village
1
Thmey pagoda primary school
Prey A Steang
2
ChangNang Primary school
Kdey Skea
3
Kdey Trep Primary school
Prum Ksach
This activity is planned for 2015 the first half of 2015 TAI fund.

Commune
AKR
CKP
Lvea

Provided 40 water tanks to 40 villages in LV, AKR and CKP communes. The project staff
selected 5-10 poor families and did home visit and observation on their property, family
members and living far from water sources. The selected families were requested to
contribute some amount of money depending on their ability.
This activity is planned for 2015 the first half of 2015 TAI fund.

Health component staff stayed overnight for 6 time. With this activity, the staff got some
information from the village such as gamebling, thief, migration… Recently, some people
working in Thailand were sent to Cambodia. They reported that they got their salary
before they were sent to Cambodia.
Increase public awareness and participation for creating clean environment in the communities or public areas of the
communities.
Support 3monthly meeting to VHSG
The component staff had meeting with VHSG trainer groups to do 3 month plan in PNKS
trainer groups in PNKS Preah Sdach office. There were 37 members-20 females. There were some complaints from the group
office.
such as difficult to collect people when meeting, lack incentive for participants, less value
from villagers… The team continued to work on this.
Support 3HC (AKR, CKP & LV) to
Component staff joined in Health Center meeting in LV, CKP&AKR for 3 times. There
conduct bi-monthly meeting.
were 45 participants-18 females. The meeting raised some concerns which could not
resolve yet such as the HC lacked patient delivery mean and OD car were also broken.
This mostly affected on the poor patient. And they lacked of some material and
instrument such as blood measure instrument, books, rubbish bin.... H.E Soar Kheng
foundation still continued to help the child delivery women 100,000riel each and the old
people with the age over 65 staying in Referal hospital without any pay.
Component staff joined in VHSG in LV for 2 times, there were 29 participants-15
Support 3HC (AKR, CKP&LV) to
females.
conduct two monthly meeting with
VHSG.
Conduct 3month plan with 3HC(AKR, On 09 June 2014, component staff had meeting with AKR, CKP & LV Health Centers in
CKP&LV) in PNKS office.
PNKS office to make 3 month plan. There were 10 members-5 females. The health
centers raised some concerns relevant to work with VHSGs who got no any benefit from
their volunteer work. Thus they focused on their family income rather than the work with
Health Center; some meeting or work were canceedl or delayed.
Conduct hygiene campaign in
This activity is planned for 2015 the first half of 2015 TAI fund.
commune level, AKR, CKP, LV.
Conduct public forum on health
On 29 April, Health component supported public forum on Community Health
service to VDA & CDA in target
Improvement in Preah Sdach district office, Angkor Reach commune. The participants
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areas.

3.2.7

3.3
3.3.1
3.3.2
3.3.3
3.3.4
3.3.5
3.3.6

3.3.7

3.4
3.4.1

3.4.2

were deputy district governor, deputy head of provincial health department, OD
representative, deputy head of district referral hospital, the 3 health center staffs, VHSG
Trainer Groups, VDA, ID poor, Village Chiefs and CCs in 3 communes. The total
participants were 109 people-56 females. The aims of the public forum were:
 To help to solve the community health issues especially to the poor who used
the service at Health center and Referral hospital.
 To encourage the villagers to use Health center services
 To reduce discrimination in providing health services especially to the poor.
 To disseminate the Health center and Referral Hospital services to the
community
 To strengthen the relationship between local authorities (Health Center, OD…)
with community people.

There were two kinds of guest speakers: first, honorary guest speakers who were district
representative, Preah Sdach OD and Provincial Health department representative to
monitor in the reasonable question and answer, and add on any lacking points to the
answers from Health center head of Health center in Angkor Reach, and Chey Kompok
communes and Referral Hospital. While the head of health centers in Angkor Reach and
Chey Kompok communes and the Referral Hospital were the guest speakers to answers
the participants’ questions or issues. It was the second time for such forum supported by
the project-Health component. Comparing to the last year forum, most questions
focused on the services at Health center and the behavior of its staff rather than Referral
Hospital and this times the questions mostly focused on the Referral Hospital. There
were many questions from the participants and the time for the session was run out.
They requested to have such forum more often and the participants got more information
on the health services. Moreover, the guest speakers got more feedback from their
people to improve their work.
21 (f=7) people--1 from OD, 4 from HC, 3 from CC, 9 from VHSG and 4 from PNKS, joint
Conduct annual reflection on health
in the health reflection work in Kampot organized by PNKS to evaluate health related
actions and work shop with (VDA,
work to see its strengths, weaknesses, challenges and opportunity. One major finding is
CDA, HC,VHSG TG, CC & PNKS
that people do not use the health center because they lack of transportation mean.
staffs).
Increase the knowledge and practice of using healthy foods especially for women and children of ID Poor families.
Provide ToT training to VHSG trainer In May, component staff provided ToT training to VHSG trainer group and HC staff in
group and HC staff (AKR, CKP & LV) AKR, CKP & LV. There were 23 participants-11 females. Post test result: 30% of
in PNKS office.
participants got all right answers, 70% got 84% right answer.
Support HC to provide refreshes PNKS organized a training on primary health care to 63 (f=38) VHSG in three
training on Primary Health Care & communes--Angkor Reach, Chey Kampok and L'vea.
HIV/AIDS to VHSG.
Conduct training on Hygiene, In June, component staff provided training on Primary Health care to VDA, CDA, Youth,
Nutrition & HIV/AIDS to VDA, CDA, CC&VC in AKR, CKP & LV. There were 54 participants-18 females. Post test result: 31
Youth &CC in target areas.
participants got 76-98 marks, 16 got 51-75 marks and 7 got below 50.
Conduct training on hygiene, This activity is planned for 2015 the first half of 2015 TAI fund.
nutrition, HIV/AIDs to VDA,CDA
leader, SHT, CC
Support VHSG to home visit and This year 11,512 (f=8,447) community people were visited by VHSG and 1,077 (f=704)
disseminate on hygiene in living in patients including pregnant women were sent to the health centres. VHSG reported that
target areas.
that people do not have much knowledge on primary health care.
Support HC chief to field visit every
Component supported the head of Health Center in 3 communes to do home visit. The
two month in target areas.
found that some villages lacked of water filter, latrine, transportation mean to health
center, animal sickness… They took these issues to discuss with local authorities and
NGOs to help.
Support small renovation to Health
PNKS provided some materials to support health in its service.
Center (AKR, CKP & Lvea).
‐ Angkor Reach Health Center: 4 Solex locks, renovated HC roof, hand washing
basin, and repair a ceiling fan.
‐ Chey Kampok Health Center: 1 Solex lock, blood pressure cuff, 10 littles of alcohol
and 1 standing fan.
‐ L'vea Health Center: 3 Solex locks, and 10 plastic chairs.
Strengthen networking of VDAs/CDAs, OD, PHD, and other NGOs.
Network with other NGOs (HACC,
Component staff joined in Provincial Health department (PHD) monthly meeting. There
COP, Medicam.…)
were 173 participants-46 females. The head of PHD requested NGOs manager to join in
Pro-TWGH at least once every 3 month.
Component staff joined in OD Preah Sdach meeting for 4 times. The relationship
between OD and the PNKS project was better and better. When we invited OD to join in
the project activities, they always participate.
Follow up all actions of HBCT, PLHA In May, component staff visit phase-out target area and checked their PLHIV
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associations & Health Center in SA
target areas.

3.4.3

Provide T-shirt to PHD in world AIDS
day festival

bookkeeping in DRP, CHR, SKV & SMC. Presently, the association did not have regular
meeting and the more members were absent. Thus the interest collecting from some
members were late. In 2014, WOMEN organization supported the two month meeting on
snack, transportation 2000riel ead per time and 3US$ per trip to get OI/ARV. HBCT also
often did home visit. Because of good cooperation with CC, the association fund was still
in active.
Commune
Dec/2012
May/2014
Revenue
Cow
Fund
Cow
Fund
DRP
17
17,230,000
12
23,386,000
6,156,000
CHR
10
28,023,200
06
38,048,300
10,025,100
SKV
17
31,721,000
11
46,289,800
14,568,800
SMC
13
12,525,900
12
13,739,500
1,213,600
Total
57
89,500,100
41
121,463,600
31,963,500
However, the two associations in SMC&DRP met some problems because the
association leaders were apathetic with CC and the bookkeeping were not good yet.
However, they had minute record books and agenda for their meeting properly.
Provincial Health Department conducted World Aids Day on the 1st of December in Prey
Veng town. PNKS supported 100 T-shirts and project staff attended.

B. SOMLENG KAMPONG SPEU
1. Social Accountability
1.1
Empower ID poor families through capacity development on leadership, good governance, conflict resolution, problem solving, and
communication skills and providing them knowledge on human rights and people politics
1.1.1
Educate VDA, ID poor on Universal ‐ Provided training on Democracy and Human Rights to VDAs at Toul Sala Pagoda.
Declaration of human rights and people
There were 24(F=8) participants participated. They were from the12 villages and three
politics including follow up on their
commune of target area of PNKS in S-KS. The training was conducted by PNKS and
practices
the results are; through pre-test there were only 2 participants (8.33%) understand it
and post-test shown that there were 12 (50%) of participants provided the right
answers.
1.1.2
Support monthly group discussion on ‐ Support snack for monthly group discussion on human rights and democracy. There
democracy and human rights at village
are 33 saving groups we have and we encourage the groups to share or learn
level.
experiences from each other during the saving time including human rights and other
topics or news if needed.
1.1.3
Provide training on conflict resolution ‐ Two trainings on problem solving were conducted, one was held Borseth district with
and problem solving to CDAs, VDAs, ID
43 (f=13) participants participated and another one was held in Kampong Trach district
poor
with 35 (f=7) participants. They were CC, VL, ID poor, VDA and EC from all the 6
communes in PNKS target areas. After training, all participants can be better in
identifying and analyse problems in their village, clearer the steps for solving the
problems.
1.1.4
Providing training on good governance ‐ This activity is postponed and to be carried out in 2015.
and communication skills to CDAs,
VDAs
1.2
Promote role models of ID poor families exerting their rights by their participation in social activities and community development
especially in decision making concerning their livelihood situation
1.2.1
Support VDAs and CDAs framework to ‐ Supported EC and commune staffs to conduct two public forums, one was in Borseth
conduct public forum at village and
and another one in Kampong Trach. The purpose of the forum was to check services
commune levels.
have been provided by commune office such as commune work tasks, health center,
commune police and local education work tasks. There were 224 (f=93) participants
participated. They were ID poor, village leaders, VDA’s members and communities.
During the public forum the participants raised up many issues to CCs such as
commune budget, commune development plan and CIP etc. We noticed that rights
holders are much better participating in development work. All VDAs in target areas
promised to let PNKS know what they plan in their village before sending to CC for
CIP.
1.2.2
Support VDAs and CDAs to ‐ One woman rights day was conducted on Mach 05, 2014 at KT, KT Khang Keuth
organization and conduct Human rights
commune with 169(f=71) participants participated. They were VDA, VLs, FAs, and
day and International women's right
school students, chief of provincial woman affair, CCs and district governor. The chief
day.
of provincial woman affair said that it was interesting ceremony and a big surprise that
it can happen in the remote area like this and said thanks to PNKS. At the same time,
participants looked brave to answer to questions and Mr. Lim Luy, the KT Kang Keuth
commune gave a big smile to the ceremony.
1.3
Provide good quality of knowledge and skills on safe migration to VDA to get prepared when they go to work for generating incomes
outside the target area.
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1.3.1

1.3.2

1.3.3
1.4
1.4.1

1.4.2

1.4.3

1.4.4
1.4.5

To raise awareness on safe migration ‐ PNKS conducted twice group discussion meetings on safe migration with ID poor,
and working in dangerous situation to
CCs, and VLs. One was at KS and another at KT. PNKS staffs raised up questions to
CDAs, VDAs, and ID poor families.
participants to think and how to response to the safe migration and then we
disseminated the migration principles to them.
Encourage CDA and VDA committee to This activity is planned for 2015 the first half of 2015 TAI fund.
disseminate the principle of safe
migration to ID poor through monthly
meeting and home visit
Promote network with other institute ‐ This activity is postponed and to be carried out in 2015.
and NGOs especially for safe migration
Work to support the creation and operation of independent civil society structure in parallel with the structures of local authorities
so that the right holders can communicate and deal their duty bearer effectively
Support CDAs, VDAs, VLs, and CCs to ‐ Four CCs, VDAs and VL quarterly meetings were conducted, two at KT and another
conduct quarterly meeting
two at KS. The purpose of the meeting was to raise issue, share information, report
results in last three months, identify problems and find out the good solutions together.
Each meeting at KS; there was normally 43 (f=1) participants participated. They are
7CCs, 24VDA’s members and 12 VL’s members. At KT; there are 25 (f=2)
participants. They are 7 CC’s members, 12 VDA’s members and 6 VL’s members.
Conduct annual reflection to CDAs, and ‐ On 16-18 December 2014, SA project conducted annual reflection for VDAs at
VDAs
Kampot province. The purpose was that to show the achievement and challenge,
show the elements and steps for set up an annual plan and establish a new plan for
2015. There were 44(f=7) participants attended. They were come from CCs, VDAs
and PNKS staff.
‐ As the results, each village presented the achievement, group working for identify the
problems or challenges and established a plan for 2015.
Conduct networking meeting with ‐ One network meeting at Kampot province was supported by PNKS; on participant’s
VDAs, CDAs, and other NGOs
lunch. The purpose of the meeting was to strengthen civil society, increase
cooperation and share good experiences with each other. There were 31(f=10)
participants attended. They are come from 26 local NGOs as the members. The
meeting was talking mainly on law and law practices and some cases were not solved
or slowed in processing such as
‘ judge decided party A the winner, but the
restitution money do not receive”. Moreover, the meeting suggested that NGOs should
know and join on time in CIP at village level to help villagers in planning to develop
their village.
Support CDAs quarterly meeting
‐ Will conduct in quarter three.
Support CBOs, CCs, VLs to exposure ‐ One exposure visit was conducted at CTO organization in Siem Reap province. The
visit to other NGO
purpose of the visit was to learn more about experiences and skills on saving group,
vegetable growing and animal raising. There were 46 (f=14) participants and 4 PNKS
staff joined. They were from the three communes and 6 villages in KT, Kampot
province and three communes with 12 villages in Borseth district, Kampong speu
province. As the results; they learnt some experiences on saving such as members
do not pay back on time, how to planting rice and keep seed safely, animal technical
raising, and our villagers were interesting mostly on mushroom growing.

2. Agriculture and Livelihoods
2.1
Work with appropriate partners and community members to explore possible and practical solutions to address the problem of
lacking of water for agriculture production.
2.1.1
Support family pond to VDA members, ‐ Will do it in 2015.
especially ID poor family.
2.1.2
Conducted quarterly meeting with VDA ‐ Two quarterly meetings were conducted, one at Borseth district with 23 (f=6). They
members
were from the 12 villages in Borseth target area and another one at Kampong Trach
with 12 (f=4) from the 6 villages in target area. The meeting was discussed on vision,
mission, goal core values (VMGV) and VDA by-law. As the results, the VMGV was
drafted and by-law to be a homework and send it to PNKS before the second meeting
or workshop 05/08/2014. All participants were happy and said that this way looked
interesting and they believe that their villagers will participate more in PNKS or VDA
activities.
2.1.3
Renovate the Dam/Community pond
‐ Two community ponds were renovated; one was at Trapaing Sja and another one at
Kandeang village. They both are in Svay Rompear commune. These ponds spent
19146.35$ and community contribution =17,600,000 Riel = 4400$. Now these ponds
did not have water yet, because this year drought takes longer time even now stills not
rain fall around there. Moreover, the people have expressed their commitment that to
build the gate for the ponds and promised to maintain them forever. People in both
villages are happy, interested to this activity.
2.2
Improve the knowledge of water management and water saving for agricultural activities of VDAs and ID Poor families
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2.2.1

2.2.2

2.2.3

2.3
2.3.1

2.3.2
2.3.3
2.4
2.4.1

2.4.2

2.4.3

2.4.4

Conducted the training on water saving ‐ A 2-day training course on vegetable growing with less use of water was conducted
for agricultural activities to VDA and
with 25 (f=10) participants participated. They were the villagers from the 12 villages at
Model famer
Borseth district. This course spent one day for theory and another day for practicing.
All of them understand clearly the way to grow vegetables with less water use and
they promised to practice this new method at home. Mr. Yum Shiphoeun, 63 years old
in Chek village said that “theory and practice go together like this, make me clearer in
copying and practicing it at home”. All trainees were very happy about the new
technique and asked for some courses if PNKS has.
Conduct the training on Water ‐ In July 2014, another two-day training course on water management was conducted at
management to Water committee.
Tuol Sala pagoda with 23 (f=4) participants participated. They were the water
committees, village leaders of pond committees in 4 villages where pond provided;
Trapang-Sya, Kandieng, Russey-Yull and Sre-Pring. At the end, all participants said
that they do not worry about how to manage water and ponds any more.
Conduct the quarterly meeting with ‐ Two quarterly meetings with water use committee were conducted, one was at
water use committee
Borseth with 39 (f=05) and another one was at KT with 36 (f=18) participants
participated. The meetings goal was to refresher their roles and responsibilities and
find out problems and how to solve the problems. Anyway, people there are very
careful for the ponds and not even the committees.
‐ Two others quarterly meeting with water use committee were conducted as well in this
quater, one at Borseth with 35 (f=08) and another one at KT with 18 (f=4) participants
participated. The meetings were talking mainly on vegetable crowing and committee’s
roles. In fact, there are no many crops growing there because drought took so long
time and the soil is very dry.
Develop a demonstration and testing productive home garden by staff members of PNKS as researching and learning methods
before extent the knowledge and skills to ID Poor families.
Establish the experimental garden in ‐ 75% of office garden was finished. All S-KS staffs’ work together to set up the garden
office location and community for
and this garden is for farmers coming to learn and visit before they apply the activities
farmer learning
at their own field. Nowadays this garden is planting some vegetables for
demonstration such as water convolvulus, cucumber, eggplant, and other edible
plants. The products of the garden is for demonstration when famers or visitors
visiting PNKS. By the garden, some farmers copied some technical to their field
especially, how to grow vegetables with using less water such as planting on water
block/tank, use plastic for covering the beds, and in a sac cutting etc. Families have
no farm feel happy to apply these technical but anyway, it is not widely yet.
Develop IEC material of experimental ‐ Developed some IEC for teaching aid on vegetable growing and soil management,
result for real practice training with ID
and some equipments for practicing during training as saws, hand drillers, scissors,
poor
knifes, sharpener pad, and some others small things.
Support staff to visit NGOs that worked ‐ Will do it in 2015
on agriculture
Work closely with some active ID Poor families to create good models of productive home gardens that can be applied/ adopted by
most ID Poor families through exchanging knowledge and experience among themselves
Conducted the meeting with ID poor ‐ Conducted the meeting with ID poor family to discuss about their need with
family to discuss about their need
participants 498 (f=349) participated. They were 12 villages in Borseth district at
Kampong Speu province and 06 villages in Kampong Trach district, Kampot province.
This meeting discussed on home garden promotion, promote famers to create/prepare
home garden especially, ID1 ID2, to find their needs and other problems that they
have. The most participants were interesting in this activity and some participants
have requested for some seeds and technicals to PNKS to support this works. This
year drought took so long and no water for even animals.
Support agriculture material to VDA, ‐ Supported seeds and materials to 85 families especially, ID poor in target areas
especially ID poor family to establish
(Kampong Trach is in process) in the 12 villages in Borseth district for practicing home
the home garden
garden. The seeds such as water convolvulus, cucumber, eggplant, tomato, mustered
green, Chinese cabbage, string been etc. and some materials as lattice and plastic.
‐ Supported 3 family ponds to ID poor families in both districts, and supported 6 family
wells to ID poor families in Kampong Trach district. Because in Kampong Trach
district, ID poor families have a little land and cannot dig a pond.
Support transportation to ID poor to visit ‐ Two internal exchange visits were conducted. They were ID poors and some others
the good model famers
famers;19 (f=07) visitors went to visiting good famers at Sangke Lack village, Svay
Chacheub commune in Borseth district. Another one was from KT to Borseth.Tthe
total of visitors was 30 (f=11). They went to visit Sangke Lack village as well at Ms.
Soun Sok, Ms. Un Pheap, and Mr. Pha Thouen ; the ID1 families. The participants
were happy and interesting in this activity and said that they will bring their best efforts
to apply like this when they arrived back home.
Conducted the reflection on agriculture ‐ A three-day reflection at Kampot was conducted with 46 (f=7) participants participated.
practice with Model famers and ID poor
They were model farmers, ID poor, VDAs, and ECs. The objectives of the reflection
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was to show the 2014 achievements, refresher the 2014 annual plan, find out gas of
the project and draft plan for 2015. Participants were very active participated and
some of them said that they have never known how to establish annual plan at all.
2.4.5
Support ID poor to be exposure visit ‐ One exposure visit to ODOV was conducted with 26 (f=4) plus 4 (f=0) PNKS staffs.
NGOs that worked on agriculture
They were the ECs. The goal of this exposure visit was to let participants have learned
more about how to raise animals, fish and grow vegetables. During the visit; all
audiences looked impressed on small paddy fish raising. This kind of fish is faster in
breeding and do not need deeper water. Many of visitors promised to raise this fish
when they back home.
2.4.6
Conducted the real practice training on ‐ A two-day training was conducted on soil improvement at KT with 24 (f=6) participants
soil improvement
participated. They were VDA committees, model famers, and ID poor from the 6
communes in target areas. All The participants looked happy with the course and they
said that since now we know how to keep our soil moisture and rich. Right now, Mr.
Om Try and Mr. Say who are living in Chraneang-Te village, Phnom Prasath
commune, KT district has been applying this technique. Their bare land areas became
better and they have been planting chilli and all kind of herbs there.
2.5
Build capacity on marketing strategy and promote ideas of using cooperative approach used by ID Poor families to reduce the cost
of buying and transportation and increase the price of their agricultural products.
2.5.1
Conducted the training on marketing ‐ Two trainings on marketing analysis were conducted, one at Tuol Sala commune,
analysis to Model famer and ID poor
Borseth district, Kampong Speu province with 39 (F=14) and anther one was at KT
office meeting room with 22(F=6) participants participated. Participants look happy
with having this course; they have never met before and have no idea about it. They
said that next time they will calculate first before doing any business.
2.5.2
Conducted the Local Farmer Forum ‐ The local famer forum with model famer and ID poor conducted in Tuol Sala pagoda,
with Model famer and ID poor
Borseth district with 153 (f=78) participants participated .They are ID poor, villagers,
model famers, VDA members, ECs, CCs, Chief of Agricultural Department, and
District Governor. During the time, participants take their products todisplay and sell
and joined in asking questions to orators of what they wonder. District Governor said
that thank PNKS so much to conduct this event. He believe that it will motivate farmers
to grow more crops for next forum.
2.5.3
Support Model farmer to join national ‐ This activity did not apply yet because we cannot find out or connect any networks
network
including during this period we have no A/L coordinator. We will apply it in September
2014.
3. Health
3.1
Strengthen and promote serious practicing of good personal hygiene by individuals in households of ID poor families
3.1.1
Strengthen school health supervisors - Supported both SHSs for every two months interval. One is from OD, to supervise
(SHSs) as OD, district of education
HCs under PNKS target areas and another one is (DoE) district of education, to
youth and sports to cooperate with
supervise schools, which PNKS work with. Their role is to help PNKS on monitoring
PNKS to supervise school and HCs
and evaluation both HCs and schools and find out what are their good did or strengths
and weakness needed to improve. S-KS work with 3 schools, one in KS and another 2
in KT. 5 HCs those 2 HCs in KT and 3 in KS.
In this semester there were three times to support both kinds of supervisor; OD and
DoE.
3.1.2
School health formulation
‐ No budget for 2014
3.1.3
Cooperate with HCs in providing health ‐ Three bi-monthly meetings were conducted in Borseth with normally 31(F=8)
bi-monthly meeting to VHSGs and SHT
participants participated. And another three in KT district with normally 18 (f=8)
on diarrhoea, dengue fever, safe and
participants participated. They are OD, DoE, SHTs, VHSGs and HCs. The meeting is
unsafe water, and good environment
normally talking about where last topic up to, SHS report, SHT report, new topic
house.
providing if needed and IEC such as artificial face, health game, and picture or song
production. In this semester, three topics were provided; Dengue Fever, Personal
Hygiene and dental Care with some IEC for teaching the lessons, some health songs
and health stories for supporting to school health role-play.
3.1.4
Cooperate with HCs and VHSGs in ‐ 3 health educations provided by cooperating with HCs and VHSGs to Borseth
providing monthly primary health
communities and the total of villagers participated was 1291(f=1120). Another 3 were
education to VDAs, CDAs, and target
at KT with the same topics and the total of participants was 448 (f=295). Most
village on diarrhoea, Dengue Fever,
participants looked interesting and promised to apply it at their own family. Recently.
Safe and unsafe water
School students become short nail with shoes to school, dengue fever reduced;
observed by SHSs and PNKS staff.
3.1.5
Cooperate with SHTs and VDAs, CDAs ‐ Collaborate with HC and SHT to lead CHC to provide health education twice per
in providing health education to SHCs
month to each school students. The total of the three schools in target areas is 2762
to get environment clean and people
(f=1226). CHC‘s members looked very happy and brave in applying this activity. We
use safe water as diarrhoea, Dengue
observed that even out of work time, they mobilized their group’s members including
Fever, Safe and Unsafe water, good
some others school students to practice health role-play, sing song and game or
environment house
dancing.
3.1.6
Cooperate with SHTs and VDAs, CDAs ‐ Twice to collaborate with HC, VDA and SHT to lead SHC to provide health role-play in
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in leading SHCs to conduct role-play in
poor sanitation in target village

3.1.7

3.1.8

3.1.9

3.2
3.2.1

3.2.2
3.2.3
3.2.4

3.2.5

3.3
3.3.1

3.3.2

the poor sanitation villages. In KT district was performed at Bang Bak village, Phnom
Prasath commune, with the total of audiences was 118 (f=59) participated. The roleplay was talking mainly on “Safe/boiled water provides you good health”. During
performing the role-play, some of SHC relatives came together with their children to
see what and how their children can do. Some SHC parents said that they were
amazing that their children can act like that because their children were the quiet
children in the previous time. They were so happy with their children attitude change
and wanted to see it later if they perform a different topic. In KS, performed at night at
Romleuk village, Tuol Sala commune, with the participants 89 (f=60) participated.
During that night we showed them some health sports also, using LCD and Villagers
looked brave in answering health questions and they asked for more diversity spots
for next time.
Promote SHCs and VHSGs to more
‐ Promote SHCs and VHSGs to more participating in health activities by providing
participant in health activities by
annually incentive to 32(f=16) SHCs, 32(f=14) VHSGs, 2 (f=1) HC and 4(f=2) SHT.
providing them annually incentive
One SHC received 10 notebook, 02 pens, 01 bag, 01 ruler and for HC, VHSG and
SHT just received 01bag each. VHSGs said that is the main thing they need for easier
to keep documents and other hand out especially for taking the documents to far away
from house.
Promote SHC and SHT members ‐ A long training course on Khmer traditional dancing; TROT was provided to both
capacity in providing health education
schools in KT. Both schools have only 24 SHC (f=17) but during the training, there
(Dancing, TOT,...)
were 10 school students volunteered to join in this activity. Trot is the most popular
Khmer dancing. Khmer people believe that Trot will through away all bad luck in last
year and bring new luck to you and family for the coming year. So during Khmer New
Year eve, some families hire Trot to dance at their house and pray god for god luck.
All SHC’s members and SHTs feel happy that PNKS supported this dancing to their
schools. They believe that their school role-play will be more attractive to visitors and
or audiences in the future and the health education will also easier the disseminate.
IEC development (leaflet, teaching aid, ‐ We have no budget to produce health leaflets in 2014 but, we produced many kinds of
...) material and school equipment
IEC such as mock mosquito, monkey artificial face for performance role-play, some
diarrhea, dental care, safe and unsafe water pictures etc. for teaching and
disseminating those topics, some health songs, game etc. We planned to produce
some health spots also in next time. All the three schools have the same IEC together.
Increase public awareness and participation for creasing clean environment in the communities or public area of the communities
Strengthen HC monthly meeting
‐ Support snack to monthly meeting for the 5 HCs in target areas. KT has two HCs with
18 (f=11) and KS with 24 (f=10). The meeting was normally talking about, last month
minute and who has took the action, night duties and finding better way for HC
services. All HCs regularly celebrate the meeting and work 24 hour per day.
Support HCs for small renovation
‐ Supported land soil 10 trucks to Rompeameanchey HC for filling the HC yard and lane
and then be easier for patients travelling to receive health services.
Conduct health public forum
‐ Not budget
Cooperate with HCs, SHTs, and ‐ Four times of School quiz show were conducted; Two in KS with 286 (f=141)
VHSGs in conducting school quiz show
participants participated. Another two in KT district with 602 (f=293). They were district
governor, OD, DoE, HCs, SHTs, SHCs, school masters, village leader, CC and school
students etc. The goal of the show is to recognize school students on what good
sanitation they had learnt and practiced by answering questions. All participants felt
very happy with this activity especially, the KT district governor said that quiz show is
really the best way/tool to measure students have practice their hygiene practicing.
Cooperate with HCs, VDAs, CDAs, ‐ In this semester 02 health campaign were conducted; one at Borseth district with 109
SHT and VHSGs to conduct health
(f=64) participants participated and another one was at KT with 124 (f=124)
campaigns in village level
participants. They were district governor, CCs, VHSGs, OD, HCs, VLs, school
students, polices, villagers, etc.
‐ The goal of the campaign is to show good health practice to the poor families and
stimulate them to do health practicing after campaign. This activity has collaborated
with VDAs and village leaders to monitor, control and encourage those families to
apply the good sanitation. Ms. Chieb Bora the vice Borseth district governor said that
please PNKS continues to do it to others villages because it gains a lot of experiences
and PMKS branding in our district.
Increase the knowledge and practice of using healthy foods especially for women and children of ID poor families
Collaborate with VDAs, CDAs to select ‐ In each village, health staff collaborated with VDA’s members to find out the families
and form groups of families with
with children and grouping them, but did not appointed or selected one to be a leader
children in village
yet. Anyway, we provided them some health messages such as food for children
under 2, nutrition etc. This activity has no budget yet for this year.
Provide training to main nourish ‐ 18 trainings on supplementary food for children under 2 were conducted; 12 at
children families about food, personal
Borseth district KS province with 216(F=187) participants participated and another 6
hygiene, safe, and unsafe water and
were at KT, Kampot province with 70 (F=54). Participants feel happy with this
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clean house

3.3.3
3.3.4
3.3.5

3.4
3.4.1
3.4.2

3.4.3
3.4.4

message and said that they have never learned or practice this because they have
only heard it in the Medias as radio or TV. All participants promised to practice it since
now.
Provide training to VDAs, CDAs on ‐ Not budget for 2014 but will be carried out 2015.
food, personal hygiene, safe and
unsafe water waters and clean house
Provide sanitation facilities as rubbish ‐ This year PNKS supported only 11 water filters to ID1 and 2 that have a big family and
bins, water filters to poor families and
looked difficult in boiling water for their children.
public places for a model
To do inter-student and villager ‐ Provided 01 gift to Beida Cheath high school student and another 4 (f=2) to Phnom
competition (drawing, families are in
Saley primary school who have drawn the better health pictures during doing the intergood health practices ...)
school competition drawing. These pictures will go into the school health IEC and
copy for the three schools in target areas to use, and
‐ Provided another two gifts to two families with good sanitation practicing. Each family
received one water jar with its lid, 02 handle water scoopers, and 02 buckets. They
were happy with the gifts and promised to continue these good practicing forever.
Strengthen networking of VDAs, CDAs, OD, PHD, and other NGOs
Support HCs and SHTs to conduct ‐ Not budget
school exchange visit
Stay overnight
‐ 3 overnights were applied; one at Sleng village and the goal was to monitor saving,
real needs in the village and home gardens and at Romleuk village was talking on
health issues, real needs, good environment and saving as well. It is not so different
from the two villages above for Sangke Lack. We went to find out their real needs in
their village, saving and health latrine. The real needs of those villages were water for
both drinking and for farm. Moreover, saving was not so good in filling the forms debit,
credit etc. PNKS staffs have tried to help them about this. Moreover, help them how to
cross out or correct the amount of the money in the books or forms as well.
Baseline for villagers in target areas ‐ Health component had been doing a baseline to find out percentage of villagers who
and yearly evaluation
are in good practicing health and personal hygiene. We have completed data
collection and entry but analyse and report will be in mid-January 2015.
Strengthen PLHAA committee member ‐ Supported PLHA every month his transportation to monitor and look after th Kak DC.
for implement and maintain KaK DC to
This activity will stop working at the end of June 2014 by PNKS hand over the task to
be sustainable
WOSO organization.
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Appendix 2
Case Studies
Dok Moen, A Hard Working Woman
Ms. Dok Moen, 44, living in Po village, Chey Kampok commune, Preah Sdach district, Prey Veng. She is a widow. She has
no children. She has six brothers and sisters. Dok Moen did not have much education; she stopped school when she was in
grade 6. Dok Moen has shared her story to Pich Oeun, one of PNKS staff below.
'Before 2012 my life was awful. I am alone living with a 12-year-old niece to be my company. I have a small piece of land
and a house in the village. I have 25 acres rice field that I depend on. This small piece of land did not provide me enough for
my life. I do not always have enough to eat. I had to work for my neighbours as labourer. I got paid 8,000 riel per day (USD1
= 4,000 riel). This amount of money did help feed me. But it did not help me much if I got sick. When I got sick I had to
borrow. When you are poor, you do not have many friends; even village chief looked down on me. Being alone is miserable
and hopeless.
I got to know PNKS in October 2012. I joined a meeting and learned about community development the first time. I learned
about the organization's mission and they wanted to set up women's association. I was thinking I wanted to join this
association. I would have friends and it could change my life. Later PNKS was seeking volunteers to be members of
association. 22 families volunteers to be members of association. I was one of them. Late 2012, there's an election for
association leader. I was elected to be a leader among three women. As one of the association members and leader, I was
involved more in development, learning and helping others.
As a member, I learned about human rights and democracy. I learned
about peace and domestic violence. I never knew this much before. I
learned about keeping clean. I learned about growing. I was surprised
with some techniques--growing in bottles etc. I learned that chemical
fertilizer is harmful to our health. In my small plot of land about 15
square-meters, I tried some growing and make about 30,000 per month
(USD 1= 4,000 riel). I also made about 1,000,000 riel per year from
selling chicken. This money helped me a lot in my life. My life is full of
hope and joyful. I have learned and seen things I have never thought of.
I travelled to other places and other provinces where I learned many
new things.
DoK Moen at her gargen.
Besides learning I was involved in sharing what I learned to others in
the village. I feel no longer alone. I spent time visiting house to house to
share about human rights, domestic violence as well as agriculture. All
these knowledge are very helpful in their lives. I was also trying to get
the poor in the association. Now the association is called "Village
Development Association" and we have 62 members.
In the association, I have learned one important thing--love and care for
others. So I will do whatever I can to help my community. In my dream
I want to see the poor had a better life'.

DoK Moen at a sharing meeting.

DoK Moen at Human Rights Day.
DoK Moen at
PNKS AGM.
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Appendix 3

This is an experiment of
community people growing in
plastic bottles. This is a response
to climate change and less than
land as population grow. The
advantage of this technique
needs less water, less land, less
fertilizer and easy to care.
The disadvantage is the plant is
not growing as big as growing in
open ground and it is not enough
for income generation.
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Appendix 4
Abbreviations and Acronyms
Abbreviation
AL
AFO
AIDS
ARV
AHPD
ANC
BP
CBO
CC
CCASVA
CBNRM
CCA
CHEC
COP
CRWRC
CTC = C-t-C
DM
DRR
FA
F=9
FFS
FVM
GAD/C
HACC
HBCT
HC
HCC
JCCI
PPHO
HRAV
ID Poor
IFS
IPM
LWD
NGO
NPV
OD
OVC
PHD
PLHA
PNKS
Ps
PWD
Q
Riel
RH
SA
SHS
SHT
S-KS
S-PV
SRI
TBA
TWG
VAHW
VC
VCCT
VDC
VDP
VG
VGV
VHC
VHSG
VL
WA
WMC

Agriculture and Livelihoods component
Admin Finance Officer
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
Antiretroviral (drug)
Animal Health Production Department
Antenatal Care
Boundary Partner
Community Based Organization
Commune Council
Cambodian Children Against Starvation and
Violation Association
Community Based Natural Resource Management
Commune Credit Association
Cambodian HIV/AIDS Education and Care
Community of Practice
Christian Reformed World Relief Committee
Child to Child
Development Manager
Disaster Risk Reduction
Farmer Association
9 females
Farmer Field School
Full Village Meeting
Gender And Development for Cambodia
HIV/AIDS Coordinating Committee
Home Base Care Team
Health Centre
Healthcare Center for Children
Joint Climate Change Initiatives project
Phnom Penh Head Office
Human Right Advocacy Volunteer
Identification Card for Poor household
Integrated Farming System
Integrated Pest Management
Life With Dignity organization
Non-Governmental Organization
Network Prey Veng
Operational District
Orphan Vulnerable Children
Provincial Health Department
People Living With HIV/AIDS
Ponleu Ney Kdey Sangkhum
Person
People with disability
Quarter
4,000 riel is equal one US dollar
Referral Hospital
Social Accountability
School Health Supervisor
School Health Tutor
Somleng Kampong Speu
Somleng Prey Veng
System Rice Intensification
Traditional Birth Attendance
Technical Working Group
Village Animal Health Worker
Village Chief
Voluntary Confidential Counselling and Testing
Village Development Committee
Village Development Plan
Vulnerable Group—ID Poor families, PWD, and PLHA
Village Gender Volunteer
Village Health Commune
Village Health Support Group
Village Leader
Women Association
Water Management Committee
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Village/Commune Names
APK Ampil Krov village/commune
AKR Angkor Reach commune
BOS Bos village
BT Buek Touk village
BTS Banteay Sre village
BV Beong Veng village
BY Bayab village
CHB Chong Boeng village
CHH Chhouk village
CHR Chrey Commune
CKP Chey Kampok village/commune
DRP Damrey Poun commune
DY Doun Yuk village
KK Krasang Koy village
KP Kampot province
KR Kros village
KRV Kok Roveang village
KTL Kampong Trach Lek commune
KTK Kampong Trach Keut commune
PL Ponhea Leang village
LN Lun village
LV Lvea village, Lvea commune
LU Lueng village
MK Menong Krom village
OPM Oppama village
PBS Prey Basrey village
PGL Ponneah Leang
PLP Prey Lompeng village
PMD Pramo Dom village
PPS Phnom Pra Sat commune
PTM Prey Tamok village
PV Prey Veng province
RCH1 Russey Chuk 1 village
RCH2 Russey Chuk 2 village
SA Svai Att village
SCC Svai Cho Cheb commune
SK Svay Kun village
SKV Sieng Kveang commune
SMC Smong Chueng commune
SRP Svai Rompea commune
ST Svai Toul
SV Svay village
TCH Toul Chrey village
TKD Tbong Kdey village
TKE Takeo village
TNK Tnong Keut village
TNL Tnong Lech viilage
TPP Trapang Pring village
TSL Toul Sala commune
TSP Toul Sophy village
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